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Addressing the world’s most challenging problems

VISION

INL will change the world’s
energy future and secure
our critical infrastructure.

MISSION

Discover, demonstrate, and
secure innovative nuclear energy
solutions, clean energy options
and critical infrastructure.
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FY21 funding by source ($M)
FY21 OPERATING COSTS

National Nuclear Security
Administration
$110
Office of Energy
Efficiency and
Renewable Energy
$50

Department of
Homeland Security
$69

Department of Defense
$282

Other DOE
$116

Office of Nuclear
Energy
$811

Office of Science
$11
Office of
Cybersecurity,
Energy Security,
and Emergency
Response
$11
Office of
Environmental
Management
$13
Other Strategic
Partnership Projects
$100
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$1,121M – DOE/NNSA Costs
$375M – SPP (Non-DOE/Non-DHS)
$7M – CRADA
$69M – DHS Costs
$1,572M TOTAL

FY21 HUMAN CAPITAL
5,200+ – full-time employees
42 – joint appointments
95 – postdoctoral researchers
289 – undergraduate interns
182 – graduate interns
26 – graduate fellows
21 – visiting scientists
1,142 – facility users

Leveraging INL site, infrastructure, and facilities
to enable energy and security R&D at scale
569,178 Acres
890 Square Miles

112
17.5
4

Miles railroad for
shipping nuclear fuel
Operating reactors

12

Hazard Category II & III
non-reactor facilities/activities

50

Radiological
facilities/activities

3
4

Miles high-voltage
transmission lines

Fire
Stations

Creating a secure, resilient, net-zero energy future
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Accelerating advanced reactor demonstration & deployment

Transforming the energy paradigm
Today

Future Energy System

Electricity-only focus

Integrated grid system leverages
contributions from nuclear
fission beyond electricity

e-

Nuclear reactors from large light
water reactors to microreactors

Other generation including intermittent
renewables and municipal waste

Industry

Biofuel
Clean water
New chemical
processes
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Hydrogen for
vehicles and industry

Electricity

Ensuring the security and resiliency of critical
infrastructure, including energy infrastructure
• Cybersecurity to anticipate, prepare for,
and respond to threats.
• All-hazard critical infrastructure resilience.
• Cyber-physical security for U.S. communications
and manufacturing.
• Radiological and other first responder trainings.

Cyber-informed science and
engineering to protect
infrastructure.
INL-led collaboration of
national labs testing the
cyber resilience of
high-priority technology
in the energy sector.
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The nation’s only multiscale critical infrastructure test bed.

Why Net-Zero INL?
• Net-zero aligns with our clean energy and
national security mission and vision.
• INL’s site characteristics and operations
make it a highly relevant demonstration
site; representative of a city or county.
• Net-zero aligns with sponsor priorities.
• INL will lead by example; lessons learned
will inform best practices for others.

605

Total vehicles
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5,200+
Employees

320

DOE-owned
buildings & trailers

27.3

MW purchased
in FY20

Contributing to Idaho’s economy
INL’s FY21
economic impact
on the state of
Idaho was

$2.88B

For every
INL job
another 1.89 jobs
are created in other
industries.

INL is the 6th
largest private
employer in Idaho

Nearly 10,000
other Idaho jobs
depend on INL and
its operations

$203M

in subcontracts to
Idaho companies
in FY21
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Average Salary

$108,142

Partnering locally to support our
mission and benefit our region
Acquisitions | Supplier diversity | Technology deployment

FY21 INL
spending
with Idaho
businesses.
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Building the workforce of the future
INL is focused on:
• Working with Idaho universities
• Recruiting the best talent
• Increasing inclusive diversity

In FY21 INL hosted interns,
postdocs, and graduate
fellows from:

47
31

states
countries

36

Colleges and
universities
visited

2,920

Intern applicants from
322 colleges and
universities in FY21
Graduate
fellowships
Employees
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26

Our leadership and staff are passionate
about improving the quality of life in our
communities and region
Building the future:
• Rural innovation efforts
• Small business and aspiring entrepreneurs
• Idaho Falls Innovation District
• Engaging the Shoshone-Bannock Tribes

Giving back:
• BEA’s FY21 community giving
program distributed $169,000
• Staff pledged $646,000 in the 2021
United Way campaign
• K-12 STEM education
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• Community volunteerism

Battelle Energy Alliance manages INL for the U.S. Department of Energy’s Office of Nuclear Energy.
INL is the nation’s center for nuclear energy research and development, and also performs research
in each of DOE’s strategic goal areas: energy, national security, science and the environment.

Empowering staff to make a
difference in the world

Our scientists,

• Flexible and adaptive workforce of the future

engineers and

• Career growth opportunities

support staff work

• Inclusive diversity

each day to change
the world’s energy

INL bus driver, has every
Friday off, allowing him
to spend more time
with his family.

future and secure

MARIO RODRIGUEZ

our nation’s critical
infrastructure.
ROBERTA JORDAN

nuclear safety engineer,
took advantage of the
Employee Education program
to earn a master’s in chemistry.
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DALE KEPLER

mechanical engineer,
has not let his disability
stop him from leading the
ATR’s Core Internals Changeout
engineering team.

INL’s major cost drivers remain
constant while business
volume grows

Mission

Geography

Infrastructure

Fringe Benefits

Medical | Retirement
Personal Leave | Insurance/Taxes
Business Volume ($M)
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